Original features

Sympa is an open source mailing list manager. It provides advanced features with a rich and secure web interface.

- scalable for big mailings lists (> 1.000.000 list members)
- list member provisioning using LDAP, SQL or other data sources
- various authentication method (SSO, LDAP, X509)
- S/MIME and DKIM
- web archive with access control, message removal etc
- virtual hosting for service providers.
- automatic bounce management
- easily customizable web interface
- SOAP interface for integration with other applications

More features description.

Sympa contacts

- If you want to get/give some help administrating Sympa, join the mailing lists:
  - English speaking mailing list
  - la liste francophone
- If you want to contribute to the code: join the Sympa community on Github,
- If you want to report a bug: post an issue on Github,
- If you want to help translating Sympa: Create your account on the translation tools,
- You want to speak to the developers, pick one or more of the following:
  - join the Sympa IRC channel: #sympa on freenode.net
  - write to the developers mailing list: sympa-devellopers@listes.renater.fr
  - open an issue on Github

Whichever you chose: welcome to the community!

Sympa 6.2.72 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.72

Release notes generated using configuration in .github/release.yml at 6.2.72 -->

Sympa mailing list server - https://www.sympa.org/
What's Changed

Implemented enhancements

- Update support/xgettext.pl by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1511
- ARC: When ARC seal was added, DKIM signing should be forced (#1450) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1452
- ARC: Add Authentication-Results: field (AR), if useful one is not found by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1453
- Forwarded messages should also be ARC sealed if possible by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1457
- Web archive: Copy permalink of the message to clipboard by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1442
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), part 1 of 2 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1403
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), part 2 of 2 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1405
- Update SMTP status codes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1467
- Deprecate conf_2_db feature (#1424) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1492
- WWSympa: New "cgi" authentication simply using credentials provided by HTTP server by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1499
- Update default of anonymous_header_fields parameter by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1502
- Improve "set" request handler by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1503
- Use DSN for the message to notify moderation by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1508
- Adding translation catalogs for Latvian (lv) by request by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1520
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), fixed by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1521
- Add --noout option to sympa command line (see #1518) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1527
- CLI: Allow hyphens in options by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1533
- Extend info soap function (#1542) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1546
- Extend info soap function by @acasadoual in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1545
- RFC 8058 One-Click Unsubscribe (#1210) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1538
- Delete user account completely (#1459) by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1564
- Switch Font Awesome from 4 to 6 Free by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1657
Fixed bugs

- Following typo fix in Mail::DKIM::ARC::Signer by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1449
- Excess header fields are shown in the web archives (#1447) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1448
- Loading CSV driver crashes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1435
- Import SOAP encoding schema in WSDL by @cgx in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1456
- WWSympa: Page size cannot be changed on review and reviewbouncing by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1466
- Let some obsoleted parameters be retired and add convenient spam_status scenarios by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1470
- Options for welcome_return_path & remind_return_path do not describe their function (#1475) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1476
- Template error parsing not detected (#1474) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1477
- Deprecate dkim authentication method for scenarios by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1486
- Cannot allow owners to manage editors of a distribution list by @aepli in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1489
- Templates couldn't access to the fields defined by db_additional_subscriber_fields parameter by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1495
- dmarc_protection.phrase "From" format INCORRECT (#1498) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1500
- include_sql_query requests unuseful parameters for CSV database driver (#1437) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1505
- mailto: link cannot be detected by some MUAs (#1124) 2 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1507
- Exim: Failed to get envelope sender in "Return-path:" field (#1354) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1509
- WWSympa crashes by topics.conf with inappropriate format (#1242) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1510
- Skip edit for shared document options when disabled (#872) 3 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/899
- Fix SQLite upgrade with lowercase types by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1516
- Fix various typos in source comments by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1517
- Inclusion: log mistakenly notes failure of inclusion by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1431
- Fix ‘sympa config’ command return code to be 0 when there are no changes by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1518
- Fix and improve custom attribute (#1535) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1536
- Some bugs with DKIM / ARC by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1543
- WWSympa: msg (ex. arcsearch_id) crashes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1551
- Fix incomplete sympa.wsdl by @acasadoual in
Sympa::HTMLSanitizer: Avoid bug in HTML::StripScripts, reDoS with style attribute (#1573) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1575

Spurious error log during upgrade on removing nonexistent column by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1560

Spurious error log adding subscriber (#1532) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1571

CVE-2021-32850 Potential XSS in jquery-minicolors (#1561) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1562

Fix description for add CLI command by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1565

"sympa test soap" crashes due to undefined subroutine by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1593

Skip initial notification email for new user with nomail reception by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1550

Other changes

Adding GH workflow to submit the PR for translation by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1515

Remove OChangeLog by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1471

Adjust branch in support README by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1530

Update copyright notices, add documentation and correct some typos by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1552

Improve wording in README.support document by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1553

Replace obsolete Ansible role in README by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1558

Update support/sync_translation.sh by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1556

Adding translation catalogs for Georgian (ka) by request by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1596

New Contributors

@aepli made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1489
@acasadoual made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1545

Full Changelog: https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/compare/6.2.70...6.2.72

sympa-6.2.72.tar.gz (12.7 MB)
sympa-6.2.72.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
sympa-6.2.72.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
sympa-6.2.72.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)
Sympa 6.2.71b.1 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.71b.1
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What's Changed

Implemented enhancements

- Update support/xgettext.pl by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1511
- ARC: When ARC seal was added, DKIM signing should be forced (#1450) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1452
- ARC: Add Authentication-Results: field (AR), if useful one is not found by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1453
- Forwarded messages should also be ARC sealed if possible by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1457
- Web archive: Copy permalink of the message to clipboard. by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1442
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), part 1 of 2 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1403
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), part 2 of 2 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1405
- Update SMTP status codes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1467
- Deprecate conf_2_db feature (#1424) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1492
- WWSympa: New "cgi" authentication simply using credentials provided by HTTP server by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1499
- Update default of anonymous_header_fields parameter by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1502
- Improve "set" request handler by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1503
- Use DSN for the message to notify moderation by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1508
- Adding translation catalogs for Latvian (lv) by request by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1520
- Deprecate scripts under bin/ (#1386), fixed by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1521
- Add --noout option to sympa command line (see #1518) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1527
- CLI: Allow hyphens in options by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1533
- Extend info soap function by @acasadoual in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1545
- RFC 8058 One-Click Unsubscribe (#1210) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1538
### Fixed bugs

- Following typo fix in Mail::DKIM::ARC::Signer by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1449
- Excess header fields are shown in the web archives (#1447) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1448
- Loading CSV driver crashes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1435
- Import SOAP encoding schema in WSDL by @cgx in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1456
- WWSympa: Page size cannot be changed on review and reviewbouncing by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1466
- Let some obsoleted parameters be retired and add convenient spam_status scenarios by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1470
- Options for welcome_return_path & remind_return_path do not describe their function (#1475) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1476
- Template error parsing not detected (#1474) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1477
- Deprecate dkim authentication method for scenarios by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1486
- Cannot allow owners to manage editors of a distribution list by @aepli in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1489
- Templates couldn't access to the fields defined by db_additional_subscriber_fields parameter by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1495
- dmarc_protection.phrase "From" format INCORRECT (#1498) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1500
- include_sql_query requests unuseful parameters for CSV database driver (#1437) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1505
- mailto: link cannot be detected by some MUAs (#1124) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1507
- Exim: Failed to get envelope sender in "Return-path:" field (#1354) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1509
- WWSympa crashes by topics.conf with inappropriate format (#1242) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1510
- Skip edit for shared document options when disabled (#872) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/899
- Fix SQLite upgrade with lowercase types by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1516
- Fix various typos in source comments by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1517
- Inclusion: log mistakenly notes failure of inclusion by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1431
- Fix 'sympa config' command return code to be 0 when there are no changes by @k0lter in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1518
- Fix and improve custom attribute (#1535) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1536
- Some bugs with DKIM / ARC by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1543
- WWSympa: msg (ex. arcsearch_id) crashes by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1551
Other changes

- Adding GH workflow to submit the PR for translation by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1515
- Remove OChangeLog by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1471
- Adjust branch in support README by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1530
- Extend info soap function (#1542) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1546

New Contributors

- @aepli made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1489
- @github-actions made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1519
- @acasadoual made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1545

Full Changelog: https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/compare/6.2.70...6.2.71b.1

- sympa-6.2.71b.1.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.71b.1.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.71b.1.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.71b.1.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

Sympa 6.2.70 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.70

What's Changed

- Remind name of the opened list in the notification by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1313
- — Add anchors to prefs to ease linking (like in FAQ, etc.) by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1328
- Bugs injected by PR#1286 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1344
- Merging #1098 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1357
- — Add "bouncers reset", "bouncers del" and "bouncers --status review" commands to sympa.pl by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1098
- — Missing some id on input tags by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1358
- Protect email addresses in archive search (#1312) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1363
- — Protect email addresses in archive search by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1314
- WWSympa: "Synchronize ... with data sources" button is not shown (#1355) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1356
- Fix #533 — Prevent the use of the list address as subscriber by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1366
Fix #533 — Prevent the use of the list address as subscriber by @ldidry in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1343

WWSympa: File paths of archived messages may be exposed in the result of arcsearch (#1364) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1365

Bugs injected by PR#1286 (2) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1375

Break sympa_wizard.pl to "sympa config..." commands by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1370

tidyallrc was not included in source dist by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1382

When closed list is restored, subscribers won't be restored (#1380) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1381

Add unit/socket files to make use of multiwatch by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1362

blocklist sensitive to spurious whitespace (#1377) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1385

WWSympa: Adding owner/moderator with non-default options does not work (#1329) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1379

More fixes for #1329 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1387

Addition to #1370 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1389

Remove user menu entries showing only information (#1393) by @racke in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1395

Revert changes for #1186 "Improving data source synchronization performance" by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1398

Unable to set custom attribute using the SOAP API (if none already set) (#1401) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1402

The owner sees the pop-up stating a message is waiting for moderation even if moderators are defined separately (#1406) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1409

sympa_soap_client.pl fails if SOAP call returns hash result. by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1415

SympaSOAP: Result by setCustom with parameter including non-ASCII characters is broken (#1407) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1413

File names in incoming spool can be truncated (#1410) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1411

Missing dependency Pod::Usage by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1417

CLI: Only the first loading of sympa.conf used the --config option by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1425

Fix some typos (#1432) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1436

Fix some typos by @fingolfin in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1433

Crash with the broken message with "multipart/signed" MIME type (#1454) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1455

Additional fix to #1379 (#1329) by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1462

Update translation for 6.2.70 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1472

Use new domain name and list addresses for Sympa in the source by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1463

Update translation by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1490

Release 6.2.70 by @ikedas in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1384
New Contributors

- @fingolfin made their first contribution in https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/pull/1433

Full Changelog: https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/compare/6.2.68...6.2.70

- sympa-6.2.70.tar.gz (12.4 MB)
- sympa-6.2.70.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.70.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.70.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

**Sympa 6.2.68 released**

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.68

25th January 2022

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.68** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.

**Highlights of this version**

**Major enhancements and bug fixes**

- The font of the text on the web UI is now more comfortable to read #1305.
- Now `sympa.pl` has the new name `sympa` and the new command line form #1286. For backward compatibility, the older name and form will also be supported.
- `sympa.pl` has a new command `del/--del` to remove emails from list with command line #911.
- Significant memory consumption when downloading archives has been resolved #1235.

For details on the other changes see the release notes.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following
languages:

- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- Japanese (日本語)
- French (Français)
- German (Deutsch)
- Russian (Русский)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

---

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.68.tar.gz (12.4 MB)
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Sympa 6.2.67 beta 3 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.67b.3

20 December 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.67b.3** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.
About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.68, is planned to be released in early January 2022.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 31st December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

Significant improvements and bug fixes

- Improvement of command line format of `sympa.pl` utility #1303. Previous format will also be available for the time being.
- The new option `--add` and `--del` for `sympa.pl` command line utilityt. These options also may add/remove list owners and moderators along with list subscribers #911 #1251. The option `--import` was deprecated.
- Fixed memory consumption while archive download #1235. This fix requires new Perl modules: Check cpanfile file.

For details on the other changes see the release notes.

The Sympa Community

- `sympa-6.2.67b.3.tar.gz` (12.4 MB)
- `sympa-6.2.67b.3.tar.gz.md5` (57 B)
- `sympa-6.2.67b.3.tar.gz.sha256` (89 B)
- `sympa-6.2.67b.3.tar.gz.sha512` (161 B)

Sympa 6.2.67 beta 2 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.67b.2

26 November 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.67b.2** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.68, is planned to be released in late December 2021.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 17th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

Significant improvements and bug fixes

- The new option --del to remove emails from list using sympa.pl command line interface #911.
- The new option --add to add emails to list using sympa.pl command line interface #1251. The option --import was deprecated.
- The --add and --del options also may add and remove list owners and moderators along with list subscribers.
- Fixed memory consumption while archive download #1235. This fix requires new Perl modules: Check cpanfile file.

For details on the other changes see the release notes.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.67b.2.tar.gz (12.4 MB)
- sympa-6.2.67b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.67b.2.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.67b.2.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

Sympa 6.2.67 beta released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.67b.1

24 October 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of
Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.67b.1** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](https://www.sympa.org/).

- Next stable release, 6.2.68, is planned to be released in **late December 2021**.
- Translations added on [translation site](https://www.sympa.org/) before 17th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

**Significant improvements and bug fixes**

- The new option `-del` to remove emails from list using `sympa.pl` command line interface: [#911](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/issues/911).

For details on the other changes see [the release notes](https://www.sympa.org/).

---

**The Sympa Community**

- [sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/download/6.2.67/sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz) (12.4 MB)
- [sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.md5](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/download/6.2.67/sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.md5) (57 B)
- [sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.sha256](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/download/6.2.67/sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.sha256) (89 B)
- [sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.sha512](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/download/6.2.67/sympa-6.2.67b.1.tar.gz.sha512) (161 B)

**Sympa 6.2.66 released**

[https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.66](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.66)

29th September 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.
**Sympa 6.2.66** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.

**Highlights of this version**

- Improving data source synchronization performance ([#1186](#1186)) The *sync__include* process (synchronization of list users with data sources) was optimized. Some benchmarks show a 3x reduction of processing time.
- Now the characters used for e-mail addresses conform to RFC 5322 ([#1217](#1217)) Some characters such as backtick are allowed in the e-mail addresses of the users.

For details on the other changes see the release notes.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- German (Deutsch)
- French (Français)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

---

**The Sympa Community**

- [sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz](https://www.sympa.org/sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz) (12.4 MB)
- [sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.md5](https://www.sympa.org/sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.md5) (54 B)
- [sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.sha256](https://www.sympa.org/sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.sha256) (86 B)
- [sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.sha512](https://www.sympa.org/sympa-6.2.66.tar.gz.sha512) (158 B)
Sympa 6.2.65 beta 2 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.65b.2

30 August 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.65b.2** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](#).

- Next stable release, 6.2.66, is planned to be released in **late September 2021**.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on [translation site](#) before 15th September 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

**Significant changes**

- **Improving data source synchronization performance** ([#1186](#)) The sync_include (synchronization of list users with data sources) process was optimized. Some benchmarks show a 3x reduction of processing time. More tests are desired.
- Now the characters used for e-mail addresses conform to RFC 5322 ([#1217](#)) Some characters such as backtick are allowed in the e-mail addresses of the users.

For details on the other changes see [the release notes](#).

**The Sympa Community**

- sympa-6.2.65b.2.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.65b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
Sympa 6.2.65 beta released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.65b.1

30 July 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

Sympa 6.2.65b.1 is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.66, is planned to be released in late September 2021.
- Translations added on translation site before 15th September 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

Significant changes

- Improving data source synchronization performance (#1186) The sync_include (synchronization of list users with data sources) process was optimized. Some benchmarks show a 3x reduction of processing time. More tests are desired.

For details on the other changes see the release notes.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.65b.1.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.65b.1.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.65b.1.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.65b.1.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)
Sympa 6.2.64 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.64

30th June 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.64** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.

### Highlights of this version

**Improvements:**

- New scenarios: List visibility scenario `visibility.identified` for logged in users #1140, and the scenario `create_list.closed` to disallow list creation #1191.
- Ability to forbid some list names with `prohibited_listnames` and `prohibited_listnames_regex` parameters #672.

**Bug fixes:**

- S/MIME: Extracting certificate with multiple email values fails #1196.

Many more bug fixes and improvements have been done on this release. Check the release notes for more details.

### Internationalization

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- German (Deutsch)
- French (Français)
- Italian (Italiano)
Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

---

**Sympa 6.2.63 beta 2 released**

[https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.63b.2](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.63b.2)

21 June 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.63b.2** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](https://www.sympa.org/).  

- Next stable release, 6.2.64, is planned to be released in June 2021.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.
Sympa 6.2.63 beta released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.63b.1

31 May 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.63b.1** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](#).

- Next stable release, 6.2.64, is planned to be released on **Monday, 21st June 2021** (in UTC).
- Translations added on [translation site](#) before 14th June 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

**Significant changes**

- Check the release notes.
Sympa 6.2.62 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.62

27th April 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

Sympa 6.2.62 is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.

**Highlights of this version**

- cookie parameter in sympa.conf was obsoleted #1091. For more details read Security Advisory 2021-001.
- By a request from the user with English background, the term "blacklist" was replaced with "blocklist". By this change, names of some parameters and configuration file were changed #1111 #1144. This change will be migrated automatically during upgrading process.

About the other bug fixes and improvements, check the release notes for details.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- German (Deutsch)
- French (Français)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.62.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.62.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.62.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.62.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

Sympa 6.2.61 beta 2 released

[https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.61b.2](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.61b.2)

5 April 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.61b.2** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](https://www.sympa.org/).

- Next stable release, 6.2.62, is planned to be released in April 2021.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.61b.2.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.61b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.61b.2.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.61b.2.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)
Sympa 6.2.61 beta released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.61b.1

18 February 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.61b.1** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.62, is planned to be released on **Saturday, 20th March 2021** (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on [translation site](https://www.sympa.org/) before 13th March 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

**Significant changes**

- The parameter "cookie" was obsoleted #1091.
- MHonArc resource template `mhonarc-resources.tt2` was renamed to `mhonarc_rc.tt2` and format of tags in it was changed. Existing customizations will be migrated during upgrading process #1095.
- By a request from the user with English background, the term "blacklist" was replaced with "blocklist". By this change, names of some parameters and configuration file were changed #1111. This change will be migrated automatically during upgrading process.
- Drop support for Perl prior to 5.16 #1030.

---

**The Sympa Community**
Sympa 6.2.60 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.60

4 January 2021

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.60** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Especially, it includes the fix for security flaw (see below). Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.

**Highlights of this version**

**Security flaw found in previous versions (CVE-2020-29668)**

Administrators that are running instances which match the following conditions are strongly recommended to upgrade Sympa to this version:

- Sympa 6.2.58 or earlier is installed,
- SOAP/HTTP interface (`sympa_soap_server.fcgi`) is running, and
- `authenticateAndRun` call can be accessed by any SOAP clients.

See also Security Advisory for details.

**Some features may be restricted by default**

- The behaviour of the personalization / merge feature has been changed and may affect the processing of your emails. We strongly recommend to read the Upgrading notes if you have this feature enabled globally or for some lists.
- Several options at installation and run time to get rid of setuid wrappers were introduced. See Upgrading notes for details.
Bug fixes and improvements

Check the release notes for details.

Internationalization

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- German (Deutsch)
- French (Français)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

Related project

MHonArc will be maintained by us

Now The Sympa Community is in charge of maintenance of MHonArc, a mail-to-HTML converter.

- Repository is `sympa-community/MHonArc` on GitHub.
- Issues are tracked on Issues on GitHub.
- The latest version will be released on MetaCPAN as before.

Have a great new year with Sympa!

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.1.25-sa-2020-003-r1.patch (1.1 KB)
- sympa-6.2.24-sa-2020-003-r1.patch (1.1 KB)
- sympa-6.2.58-sa-2020-003-r1.patch (1.5 KB)
- sympa-6.2.60.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.60.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.60.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.60.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)
Sympa 6.2.59 beta 2 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.59b.2

7 December 2020

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

Sympa 6.2.59b.2 is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs. See also "Significant changes" below.

About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.60, is planned to be released on Monday, 21st December 2020 (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 19th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

Significant changes

- Several options at installation and run time to get rid of setuid wrappers were introduced. These changes may help avoiding potential risk by using setuid programs.
  - Now the setuid wrappers may be disabled, if installation process allows. Packagers are encouraged to provide configuration not using setuid wrappers as possible. See also #943 and related issues/PRs.
- Personalization (formerly sometimes called "merge feature") is now restricted by default: It is enabled only when the message is posted via web interface, and is applied only on footer and header (if any). This behavior may be changed using personalization list parameter, however, listmasters are recommended to review whether wide range of conversion as previous versions is required. See also #1037.
Related project

MHonArc will be maintained by us

Now The Sympa Community is in charge of maintenance of **MHonArc**, a mail-to-HTML converter.

- Repository is `sympa-community/MHonArc` on GitHub.
- Issues are tracked on [Issues on GitHub](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/issues).
- The latest version will be released on [MetaCPAN](https://metacpan.org/release/Sympa) as before.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.59b.2.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.59b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.59b.2.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.59b.2.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

Sympa 6.2.59 beta released

[https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.59b.1](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.59b.1)

25 November 2020

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.59b.1** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/blob/master/CONTRIBUTING.md).

- Next stable release, 6.2.60, is planned to be released on **Monday, 21st December 2020** (in UTC).
Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 19th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

**Significant changes**

- Several options at installation and run time to get rid of setuid wrappers were introduced. These changes may help avoiding potential risk by using setuid programs.

**Related project**

**MHonArc will be maintained by us**

Now The Sympa Community is in charge of maintenance of MHonArc, a mail-to-HTML converter.

- Repository is `sympa-community/MHonArc` on GitHub.
- Issues are tracked on Issues on GitHub.
- The latest version will be released on MetaCPAN as before.

---

**The Sympa Community**

- sympa-6.2.59b.1.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.59b.1.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.59b.1.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.59b.1.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

**Sympa 6.2.58 released**

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.58

20 October 2020

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.58** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.
Highlight of this version

Improvements

This version implements several improvements that increase convenience of users, including that:

- No owner defined in a list is no longer treated as erroneous configuration;
- Unexpected synchronization of included users will no longer occur;
- Command line option to rebuild archives of particular list.

Check the release notes for more details.

Internationalization

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- Galician (Galego)
- Spanish (Español)
- German (Deutsch)
- French (Français)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.58.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.58.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.58.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.58.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

Sympa 6.2.57 beta 2 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.57b.2

23 September 2020
The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.57b.2** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs and makes some improvements.

### About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contributing to Sympa](#).

- Next stable release, 6.2.58, is planned to be released in October.

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on [translation site](#) in September will be shipped with the stable release.

---

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.57b.2.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.57b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.57b.2.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.57b.2.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

---

**Sympa 6.2.57 beta released**

[https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.57b.1](https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.57b.1)

25 July 2020
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.58, is planned to be released on **Tuesday, 22nd September 2020** (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 19th September 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

---

**The Sympa Community**

- *sympa-6.2.57b.1.tar.gz* (12.2 MB)
- *sympa-6.2.57b.1.tar.gz.md5* (57 B)
- *sympa-6.2.57b.1.tar.gz.sha256* (89 B)
- *sympa-6.2.57b.1.tar.gz.sha512* (161 B)

---

**Sympa 6.2.56 released**

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.56

24 May 2020

---

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.56** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs including serious security flaw and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version (See also below).
Highlight of this version

Security flaw found in previous versions

Administrators are strongly recommended to upgrade Sympa to this version or to take a workaround so that security flaw found in all previous versions has been fixed. See also Security Advisory for details.

Internationalization

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Russian (Русский)
- German (Deutsch)
- Spanish (Español)
- Galician (Galego)
- French (Français)
- Japanese (日本語)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.1.25-sa-2020-002-r2.patch (1.7 KB)
- sympa-6.2.54-sa-2020-002-r2.patch (3.5 KB)
- sympa-6.2.56.tar.gz (12.3 MB)
- sympa-6.2.56.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.56.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.56.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

Sympa 6.2.54 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.54

24 February 2020

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.
Sympa 6.2.54 is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs including serious security flaw and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version (See also below).

**Highlight of this version**

**Security flaw found in previous versions**

Administrators using Sympa 6.2.38 to 6.2.52 (inclusive) are strongly recommended to upgrade Sympa to this version so that security flaw found in those previous versions has been fixed. See also Security Advisory for details.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Russian (Русский)
- German (Deutsch)
- Spanish (Español)
- Galician (Galego)
- French (Français)
- Japanese (日本語)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

**The Sympa Community**

- sympa-6.2.52-sa-2020-001.patch (2.5 KB)
- sympa-6.2.54.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.54.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.54.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.54.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)
Sympa 6.2.52 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.52

27 December 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.52** is the newest patch release of Sympa 6.2. **Administrators running or planning to run previous version (6.2.50) are strongly recommended to upgrade to this version.** For more details, see “Note for upgrading” below.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

**Note for upgrading**

This version fixes a bug introduced by Sympa 6.2.50 (See issue #831 for details). This bug does not affect Sympa 6.2.48 and earlier versions.

Administrators that are running instances which match the following conditions are recommended to upgrade Sympa to this version:

- Sympa 6.2.50 is running, and
- there are list(s) either with the ---
  - setting "Who can send messages" (send) parameter as "Moderated" (editorkey), or
  - enabling "Post" (compose_mail) feature on web interface.

If you could not upgrade entire software, a patch including equivalent fixes may be applied.

---

The Sympa Community

- syma-6.2.52.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- syma-6.2.52.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- syma-6.2.52.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- syma-6.2.52.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

Sympa 6.2.50 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.50
22 December 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.50** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs, introduces some enhancements and made refactoring on some internal code. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. *Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this version.*

**Highlight of this version**

**Significant changes**

- Some scenarios and list creation templates for "intranet" use cases were made optional: They have been moved into `samples/ #119`. See also "upgrading notes" for details.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- Russian (Русский)
- German (Deutsch)
- Spanish (Español)
- Galician (Galego)
- French (Français)
- Japanese (日本語)
- Italian (Italiano)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

Have a great new year with Sympa!

*The Sympa Community*
2024/03/29 10:46

- sympa-6.2.50.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.50.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.50.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)
- sympa-6.2.50.tar.gz.sha512 (158 B)

**Sympa 6.2.49 beta 3 released**

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.49b.3

15 December 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.49b.3** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

### About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see [Contribute to Sympa](#).

- Next stable release, 6.2.50, is planned to be released on **Sunday, 22nd December 2019** (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on [translation site](#) before 19th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

### Significant changes

- Scenarios & list creation templates: Some configuration files for "intranet" use cases were made optional. See the [notes](#) for details.
- Scenarios: Codebase has been rewritten to make execution of scenarios fast (see #782).
- Family: Codebase has been refactored and regression tests are desirable (see #771).
Planned changes in the future

New Sympa logo

New Sympa logo is proposed. If you have any idea, please comment on the issue #665.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.49b.3.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.49b.3.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.49b.3.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.49b.3.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

Sympa 6.2.49 beta 2 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.49b.2

3 December 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

Sympa 6.2.49b.2 is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

About beta version

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.

- Next stable release, 6.2.50, is planned to be released on Sunday, 22nd December 2019 (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 19th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.
**Significant changes**

- Scenarios & list creation templates: Some configuration files for "intranet" use cases were made optional. See the notes for details.
- Scenarios: Codebase has been rewritten to make execution of scenarios fast (see #782).
- Family: Codebase has been refactored and regression tests are desirable (see #771).

**Planned changes in the future**

**New Sympa logo**

New Sympa logo is proposed. If you have any idea, please comment on the issue #665.

---

**The Sympa Community**

- sympa-6.2.49b.2.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.49b.2.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.49b.2.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)
- sympa-6.2.49b.2.tar.gz.sha512 (161 B)

**Sympa 6.2.49 beta released**

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.49b.1

23 November 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the new beta of the next version of Sympa. Please install it to test and report bugs, translate user interface to your language, or enhance documentation of Sympa, if you want to help the Sympa community deliver a more reliable version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.49b.1** is the new beta version of Sympa 6.2.

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version introduces some improvements and fixes several bugs.

**About beta version**

This version is a pre-release version of the next stable release. We expect feedback from users and developers. To know how to report bugs or improvements, see Contributing to Sympa.
Next stable release, 6.2.50, is planned to be released on Sunday, 22nd December 2019 (in UTC).

Translation catalog was updated because some messages were added mainly for new features.

- Translations added on translation site before 19th December 00:00 UTC will be shipped with the stable release.

### Significant changes

- Scenarios & list creation templates: Some configuration files for "intranet" use cases were made optional. See the notes for details.
- Scenarios: Codebase has been rewritten to make execution of scenarios fast (see #782).
- Family: Codebase has been refactored and regression tests are desirable (see #771).

### Planned changes in the future

#### New Sympa logo

New Sympa logo is proposed. If you have any idea, please comment on the issue #665.

---

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.49b.1.tar.gz (12.1 MB)
- sympa-6.2.49b.1.tar.gz.md5 (57 B)
- sympa-6.2.49b.1.tar.gz.sha256 (89 B)

### Sympa 6.2.48 released

https://github.com/sympa-community/sympa/releases/tag/6.2.48

29 September 2019

The Sympa Community is proud to release the newest version of Sympa.

**Sympa 6.2.48** is the newest stable version of Sympa 6.2 (Note that 6.2.46 has been withdrawn).

- Download source distribution
- Check the release notes
- Check the upgrade instructions from earlier versions
- How to contribute to Sympa

This version fixes several bugs, and introduces some enhancements. Translations to several languages have been mostly completed. Administrators are encouraged to upgrade Sympa to this
Version.

**Highlight of this version**

**Significant changes**

- Data sources: Codebase has entirely been rewritten. It will work a bit faster with less memory usage in exchange for some changes on behaviors.
- Perl: From now on, Perl earlier than 5.10.1 will never be supported.

**Internationalization**

Thanks to heavy works by translators on translation site, Sympa almost completely supports following languages:

- German (Deutsch)
- Spanish (Español)
- French (Français)
- Galician (Galego)
- Italian (Italiano)
- Japanese (日本語)
- Russian (Русский)
- US English

Along with languages above, help documents for users are provided in following languages:

- Catalan (Català)
- Basque (Euskara)
- Polish (Polski)

**Packaging**

**FreeBSD**

Currently, FreeBSD ports/packages provides mail/sympa with Sympa 6.2.44.

**RPM: Sympa is available in both Fedora and EPEL**

Xavier Bachelot has been working to add Sympa to Fedora and EPEL (Extras packages for Enterprise Linux) for years. From now on, sympa RPMs will be provided through these repositories.

To install Sympa packages on Fedora, use:

```
bash dnf install sympa
```

For RHEL/CentOS with the additional EPEL repository, use:

```
bash yum install sympa
```

RPMs for pre-release (beta) versions of Sympa are provided in a COPR sympa-beta repository (See the documentation for details).

All current Fedora versions and RHEL/CentOS 6 and 7 are supported. However, please note sympa is not yet available for RHEL/CentOS 8, this is still a work in progress.
Planned changes in the future

New Sympa logo

New Sympa logo is proposed. If you have any idea, please comment on the issue #665.

The Sympa Community

- sympa-6.2.48.tar.gz (12.2 MB)
- sympa-6.2.48.tar.gz.md5 (54 B)
- sympa-6.2.48.tar.gz.sha256 (86 B)